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The Tender Space Limited
(‘TenderSpace’ or ‘The Company’)
TenderSpace, A New Construction and Property Platform, Launches Today
TenderSpace (www.thetenderspace.com), a web based suite of tools developed for anyone
involved in property or construction, has been launched today, Thursday 21st January 2016.
The innovative technology platform will allow businesses to broaden relationships and
maintain existing ones by giving parties the ability to communicate more efficiently with one
another. Furthermore, it will simplify and streamline many of the complex and costly
processes associated with property and construction related projects, open up access to
new opportunities and improve transparency within the industry.
TenderSpace makes it easy for Clients and their Advisors to efficiently manage projects and
find Contractors, People and Resources, through the use of the TenderSpace ToolBox. It also
gives Contractors, Specialists and Suppliers exclusive access to opportunities they would not
otherwise discover. The majority of the tools are free for anyone to use, and those looking
to grow their business can use additional search functions at a fraction of the cost of similar
services.
The Company, founded by David Stapleton and Emma Stapleton, who have more than 50
years of property and construction experience, believe there will be infinite opportunities to
develop and enhance their business. They will be using customer feedback and the built in
review and referral mechanisms to expand TenderSpace’s offering, and intend to develop
further online tools in response to user demand.
Commenting on the launch, David Stapleton, Chief Executive of TenderSpace says: ‘’We
are excited to unveil TenderSpace, a platform which will be well received by a sector that
needs a simpler and fairer service, and aims to provide greater choice, efficiency and
transparency to all parties.
‘’We have designed a comprehensive, intuitive and flexible suite of tools that will benefit a
range of people involved with the property and construction sector. We hope TenderSpace
will bring businesses together and ensure everyone in the industry is given access to the
opportunities which are right for them.’’
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